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Since a military coup in Portugal in 1974, the dictatorship ended, the wave of 
democratization sweeping the globe, the issue of democratization had become a 
popular field of study of comparative politics. since the lifting of martial law in 1986, 
Taiwan began a transition from authoritarian regime to democracy institutions, of 
course, The democratizational process of Taiwan is basically peaceful and had less 
impact in politic and economic. Since "lifted martial law "in 1986 to open the direct 
election of the first "president"in 1996, Taiwan has substantially completed the 
transition from authoritarianism to democracy, for this emerging democratic regime,  
the first to be faced is how to maintain the stability of democracy, reflected in the 
relatively the field of political science is from the "transitology" to "consolidology". 
Taiwan from an authoritarian regime towards a democracy institutions,  the issue is 
no longer much controversy in the academic community,  while Taiwan is not has 
reached the standards of democratic consolidation, but there is extremely difficult to 
define, which the difficulties of this definition from democratic consolidation is on the 
complexity of the concept.  Taiwan held the first "president" directly elected In 1996, 
the direct election is a landmark event for Taiwan's democratic "consolidation",  but 
definitely not mean that Taiwan is from this into the "democratic consolidation" 
period because after the democratic transition,  facing the consolidation of 
democracy,  may also be the collapse of democracy; Taiwan completed the first 
alternation of political parties to break the KMT long-term one-party dominance of 
the situation in 2000, to achieve the peaceful transformation of theregime, has a 
positive effect in the complete disintegration of the authoritarian regime, a more stable 
competitive party system, has an active role in the complete disintegration of the 
authoritarian regime, a more stable competitive party system, the alternation of 
political parties has made some achievements,  but the attendant problems can not be 
ignored,  and the alternation of political parties does not necessarily conducive to 
democracy,  but also not mean that democracy "consolidate"; 2008,  The regime is 
once again transferred from the DPP to the KMT, Taiwan has completed second 
alternation of political parties,  through the minimum standards "two-turn-over test" 
defined by Huntington for democratic consolidation，Taiwan's democratic taken a step 
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展。政党政治与民主发展的脉络相生相伴，贯穿了整个 20 世纪 80、90 年代至
21 世纪初的台湾政坛。2000 年和 2008 年的两次政党轮替，也是考察台湾民主的
重要指标。 
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